
ON THE PRODUCT OF SEMI-GROUPS OF OPERATORS1

H. F. TROTTER

1. Introduction. We consider semi-groups of operators on a Banach

space X, which are of class (Co) in the terminology of [3]. Such a

semi-group is a family of bounded operators Tt, defined for all OO

and satisfying the semi-group condition

(1) Tt+, = TtT, s,t>0

and the continuity condition

(2) lim Ttf = f, fEX.
!->0

The (infinitesimal) generator is the operator defined by

(3) fi = lim r\Tt - I).
i-»o

Let Tt be another semi-group of class (Co), with infinitesimal gen-

erator fi'. If Tt and TI commute for all values of s and t, it is obvious

that

(4) Ua,t = TtTat

is again a semi-group of class (Co), for any fixed positive a. If the

commutativity does not hold, we may still attempt to define "prod-

uct" semi-groups Sait by

(5) Sa.t = hm (ThT'ah)l""
ft-K)

where [t/h] is the greatest integer in t/h. The symbolic equation

Tt = em suggests that Ua,t and Sa,t should have fi+afi' as infinitesimal

generator. The situation is fairly simple in the commutative case,

and is described in Theorem 1 below. From here on, it is to be under-

stood that Tt and TI are semi-groups of class (C0) with the respective

generators fi and fi'.

Theorem 1. If Tt and Ti commute for all values of t and s, then for

any positive a, the closure of fi+afi' generates the semi-group Ua,t de-

fined by (4).
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Example 1 of §3 shows that ft + aft' itself is not necessarily the gen-

erator.

In the noncommutative case we find it necessary to impose a

condition on the norms of Tt and T(. It is a standard result [3, pp.

306, 322] that conditions (1) and (2) imply the existence of con-

stants M, M', as, u' such that

(6) ||r,|| fk Me",        ||r/|| g M'e*'1

for all t>0. We shall say that Tt, TI satisfy the norm condition if the

constants M, M' may be taken equal to 1.

If A is an operator, we write D(A) for the domain of A, (i.e., the

set of / for which Af is defined) and R(A) for the range of A (i.e.,

the set of g such that g = Af ior some/).

Lemma. Suppose that Tt and T[ satisfy the norm condition and that

D(Q+aW) =D(Q)r\D(Q') is dense in X. Then [the closure of] ft+aft'

generates a semi-group of class (Co) if and only if R(\ — ft — aft') is

[dense in] X for some X>co+aa/. // ft+aft' (or its closure) generates

a semi-group of class (Co), the generated semi-group is given by (5).

Remark. If the closure of ft+oft' is the infinitesimal generator of

a semi-group of class (A) (for the notation, see [3]) theni?(X —ft —aft')

is dense in X for all sufficiently large X [3, p. 344]. Hence, under the

hypotheses of the lemma, if ft+aft', or its closure, generates a semi-

group of class (A), then it actually generates one of class (C0) which

is given by (5).

Theorem 2. Suppose that Tt and TI satisfy the norm condition,

and that D(Q)ED(Q,'). Then the set of numbers a such that ft+aft'

generates a semi-group of class (Co) is open in [0, oo) and contains

a neighbourhood of 0.

It is an immediate consequence that under the hypotheses of Theo-

rem 2 the set of numbers a such that the closure of ft+aft' generates

a semi-group of class (Co) contains a neighbourhood of the origin.

Example 3 of §3 shows that in a sense this is the most that can be

said.

Theorems 1 and 2 may be regarded as perturbation theorems in the

sense of Phillips, since they assert that under certain conditions,

when an infinitesimal generator ft is modified by adding another

operator aft', the modified operator (or its closure) is again an in-

finitesimal generator. The results are rather different from those of

Phillips [3], in that the set of perturbing operators is not linear, nor

even (in the noncommutative case) a positive cone. In §3 we exhibit
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two groups of class (C0) which satisfy the norm condition and have

infinitesimal generators fi, fi' with the same domain, such that the

closure of fi+fi' does not generate a semigroup of class (A). In §4

we discuss the norm condition and illustrate a type of misbehaviour

which may occur if it is not satisfied. The example used here also

shows the existence of two groups of class (Co) whose infinitesimal

generators have the same domain, such that no extension of fi+fi'

generates a semi-group of class (.4). This improves on an example of

Dye and Phillips [l] and answers a question raised in [3, p. 417].

2. Proofs. We first remark that &-1( 7\ 7^ — 7) may be written

h~1(Th-I)+a(ah)-1Th(T'ah-I), which shows that

(7) fia = lim h-\ThT'ah - I)

is an extension of fi+afi'. Itfollowsthatif7J>(fi+afi')andi?(X-fi-afi')

are dense in X, then so are 7J>(fia) and R(\ — fi„).

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, it is obvious that the operators

Ua,t defined by (4) constitute a semi-group of class (Co) and that

fi0 is its infinitesimal generator. Hence fl„ is a closed extension of

fi+afi', and we need only show that it is the minimal closed exten-

sion. For X sufficiently large, J\=(X — fi)-1 and J/=(\ — fi')-1 are

bounded operators and

(8) lim XJX = lim X/x = I.
X—»» X—*»

Also R(Jx)=D(U), and for fED(Q), JxQf=QJxf [3, Chapter Xl].
From the fact that Jx = Jo"e-x'Tt dt and J{ =f^e~uTldt it is clear
that the commutativity of Tt and 77 implies that J\J\ = J\ J\. Let-

ting K-k=\2J-KJ{ =X2/x'J\ we see that lim\^K K\ = I and that

i?(Xx)Ci?(Jx)ni?(/x)=7J(fi)r\P(fi')=D(fi+afi'). Since TCx com-
mutes with Ua,t, it also commutes with fia in the sense that if

/CD(fi0) then Q,aK\f=K\Q,af. Since fia is an extension of fi+afi' and

i?(7Cx)C7) (fi+afi'), we have KxSlaf= (fi+afi')7Cx/ for any fED(Ua).

As X^ oo, ^x/->/ and (fi+afi')ii:x/=^xfia/-^fia/. Hence, every closed

extension of fi+afi' is an extension of fi„, or in other words, fi„ is the

closure of fi+afi'. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

If Tt and 77 both satisfy the norm condition then

(8) \\(ThT'ak)k\\ ^ e<"+^k"

for all h, k. According to Theorem 5.3 of [4], (8) and the remark fol-

lowing (7) imply that if D(il+ail') and i?(X —fi —afi') are dense in X

for some X>co+oco', then fi0, the closure of fia, generates a semi-group
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of class (Co) which is given by (5). For X><o+oo/, X — ft„ has a

bounded inverse, and hence (X —ft —aft')-1 (defined on R(X — ft — aft'))

exists and is bounded. If R(X — ft — aft') is dense in X, the closure of

(X —ft —aft')-1 must be Ja,\ which shows that ft„ is the closure of

ft+aft'. Similarly, if i?(X-ft-aft') =X we have ft„ = ft+aft'. The

converse propositions are trivial, and this completes the proof of the

lemma.

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, I?(ft+aft') = 7>(ft) and is

consequently dense in X. Hence, according to the lemma, ft+aft'

generates a semi-group if and only if R(\ — ft — aft') =X ior some

X>w+aw'. We also have, for sufficiently large X, R(J\)=D(&)

C^(ft'), so that ft'/x is everywhere defined. Since ft' is closed and J\

is bounded, P\ = £l'J\ is closed and hence bounded. Since D(ft+aft')

= D(ft) = R(Jy), R (X - ft - aft') = £( (X - ft - aft')/x) = R(I - aPx)
= R(a~l—P\). Therefore if a-1 is in p(P\), the resolvent set of P\,

R(\ — ft — aft') =X. Conversely, if ft+aft' generates a semi-group,

(X —ft —aft') =a(a-1 —Px)(X —ft) has an inverse defined on all of X

(provided \>o)+aw') and hence a-1 is in the resolvent set of P\.

Thus for w+aco'<X, ft+aft' generates a semi-group if and only if a-1

is in the resolvent set of P\. Consequently, ft+aft' generates a semi-

group if and only if a-1 is in the union over all positive X of the sets

(w'(X — co)-1, oc)Hp(Px). Since Px is bounded, p(P\) is open and con-

tains a neighbourhood of infinity. Hence the set of values of a ior

which ft+aft' generates a semi-group is open and contains a neigh-

bourhood of 0.

3. Example 1. We take X to be the Banach space of all continuous

functions on the real line which vanish at infinity, with ||/||

= max, |/(x) |. Let Tt and 77 be the semi-groups of left and right

translations; i.e., Ttf(x)=f(x — t) and Tif(x) =f(x+t).Then ft= —D,

ft' =D where Df is the derivative of/. (The domain of D is the set of

/ such that/'GX.) Clearly || 7\|| = || 77 || = 1 and the hypotheses of

both Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied. For a7*1, ft+aft' does generate

a semi-group, but ft+ft' is the zero operator restricted to £>(ft). Its

closure generates the trivial semi-group, but the operator itself is not

an infinitesimal generator.

The preceding example shows that it is more appropriate to expect

the closure of ft+ft' to generate a semi-group. The next example

shows that even this need not be true. (Note that in both Examples

1 and 2 we actually have groups of operators.)

Example 2. Let X and 77 be as in Example 1. Let <p be the con-

tinuous function defined by <j>(x) = 1 for x^O, <b(x) = l+x1/2 for

0<xfkl, and <p(x) = 2 for 1 <x, and let^(x) = fl[d>(u)]-ldu. The func-
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tion \p is a homeomorphism of the real line onto itself, and we obtain

a semi-group on X by setting Tlf(x)=f(\p~1(4'(x)+t)). It is obvious

that |[ 771| = 1, and it is easy to calculate that fi'=<£(x)7J> so that

D(fi) =73(fi'). We shall show that 5« = lim».o (TVTY)1"*1 is not every-

where defined, so that according to the remark following the state-

ment of the lemma in §1, the closure of fi+fi' cannot generate a semi-

group of type (.4). For x<—h, ThThf(x)=f(x), so that if Stf is

defined, Stf(x)=f(x) for all x<0. Now take k>0 and define $(x)

= 4>(x) for x<k, $(x)=<p(k) for x^k. Let #(x) = fl[$(u)]_1du and

define Tt by Ttf(x) =f($~1($(x)+t)). It is easily seen that for x>k,

(ThT/)"f(x) = (ThTh)"f(x). Now fi+fi (where fi generates 7\) is equal

to x(x)D where %(x)=k112 for x^k, x(x)=x1'2 f°r k<x^l and

x(x) = 1 for 1 <x. Defining £(x) =fl[x(u)]~1du, it is easy to check

that fi+fi generates St with S,f(x) =/(£""' (£(*)+*))• Applying the

lemma and the remarks above, we obtain the result that if Stf is

defined

Stf(x) = lim(7\7l)t"*]/(x)
»->o

(9) =lim(nT*)l"*]/(x)
A->0

= Sif(x) = /((2a;1'2 + t)2/2)

provided x>k and 2x1/2+<^l. Since k was an arbitrary positive

number (9) holds for all sufficiently small positive x. Now Stf is a

continuous function (if it exists), so we have /(0) =limI|0 Stf(x)

= \imxio Stf(x)=f(t2/2), provided t<l. (For t^l we actually have

limsjo Stf(x) =f(t—1/2).) Hence Stf is not defined for all /.

If aE(0, 1/2) or (1, <») it is clear that fi+afi' generates a semi-

group similar to those described above, while for aE [1/2, l],

fi+afi' is not closed and hence is not an infinitesimal generator. It is

perhaps less obvious that for a£[l/2, 1), the closure of fi+afi' is a

generator. We shall describe briefly the semi-groups generated, leav-

ing the verification of details to the reader. For a£(l/2, 1), fi+afi'

has the form -q(x)D where -n vanishes at some point kE(0, 1). One

obtains homeomorphisms xpi and \p2 of (—°°, k) and (k, 00) onto

(—00, 00) by defining \pi(x) = fo°[n(u)]-ldu and ^2(x) =/^(m)]-1^.

Sa,t is then given by Sa,tf(k)=k, Sa,tf(x)=ipr1(^i(x)+t)) for x<k,

and Sa,tf(x) =ip2~1(if'i(x) +t)) for x>k. For a=l/2, Sa,tf(x) is defined

similarly for x<l, while Sa,tf(x)=f(x) for x^l.

In this example the closure of fi+afi' failed to be a generator only

for a = l. By using Tat in place of Tt, the failure could be made to

occur for a = a. We next construct an example in which the set of

a's for which failure occurs is an arbitrary subset of (0, »).
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Example 3. Let A be any nonempty subset of (0, °°). For each

aEA, take a Banach space Xa and two semi-groups Ta,t, T'aJ having

norm 1 and 7?(ft„) =D(fta'). Suppose that the closure of ft0+aftc,'

generates a semi-group for ay^a, while lim„,0 (Ta,hT'a,ah)[tlh] fails to

be everywhere defined. We shall also suppose that for/(ED(ft«)

(10) \\Qaf\\  fk4&f\\ = 2IIMI-

Semi-groups with these properties are easily constructed by the meth-

od of Example 2. Now let X be the "h-space" formed from the Xa;

i.e., the elements of X are functions/ defined on A such that/„£X„

and ll/H = ^atA ||/a|| is finite. (This implies that /a = 0 for all but a
countable number of a.) Under the norm defined above, X is a

Banach space and XF, the set of/ such that/a = 0 except for a finite

number of a, is a dense subset. The semi-groups defined on each X

induce semi-groups 77, 77 on X which have norm 1 and are of class

(Co). For aEA, limx^o (ThT^)1'1® is not everywhere defined, so that

the closure of ft+aft' cannot be a generator. On the other hand, for

aEA, 7?(ft+aft') and R(X — ft — aft') are dense in XF and hence in X,

so that the lemma implies that the closure of ft+aft' does generate

a semi-group. Under condition (10), Z>(ft)C7J(ft') if and only if A is

bounded from zero, which is in agreement with Theorem 2.

4. The norm condition. In the proof of the lemma, the hypothesis

that Tt and TI satisfy the norm condition is used only to obtain (8).

If (8) were weakened by replacing the right-hand side by Mela+aa')kh,

Theorem 5.3 of [4] could still be applied to give the desired result.

This suggests that the norm condition may be superfluous. The fol-

lowing example, in which the weakened form of (8) does not hold

makes the suggestion less plausible.

Example 4. Let X be L1(— oo, co), and define Tt by Ttf(x)

=f(x+t) and Tt by 77/(x) =^(^-1(x)-<) where if/(x)=x for x^O,

i£(x)=2xforx>0. Thenft = £», ft' =<p(x)D where <p(x) = -1 ior xfkO,

4>(x) = — 2 for x>0. (Here D is again the operation of differentiation,

but in this case its domain consists of the absolutely continuous func-

tions in Ll whose derivatives are in L1.) We clearly have D(Q)

= 75(ft'). For h>0, let/„ be the characteristic function of the interval

[0, h]. By direct calculation, (ThTh)kfh is the characteristic function

of [0, kh]. Since \\fh\\=h and \\(ThT£)kfh\\=kh, it follows that
||(7\7Y)*|| ~^k regardless of the value of h, so that ||(r„7Y)*|| cannot

be bounded by a function of the form MeKkh.

Writing ft for the closure of ft+ft' it is easily shown that for any

X > 0, the function / defined by f(x) = 0 for x ^ 0, f(x) = e~Xx for x > 0
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is in TJ(fi) and (X — fi)/=0. Thus for every X>0, no closed extension

of X — (fi+fi') can have an inverse, and this implies that no extension

of fi+fi' generates a semi-group.

This last example has a further application. If Tt is of class (Co)

(and hence satisfies (1)), the space X can be renormed with an equivalent

norm (by defining ||/||' as sup(>o e~w!\\ Tif\\) so that Tt satisfies the

norm condition [2]. Example 4 shows that, given two semi-groups of

class (C0), it is not necessarily possible to renorm the space so that

both of them simultaneously satisfy the norm condition.
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